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ABSTRACT

co-connected if both G and its complement G are
connected and nontrivial. For two graphs A and B, the connected
Ramsey number r"(A, B\ is the smallest integer n such that there exists
a co-connected graph of order n, an_d if G is a co,connected graph on at
least n vertices, then A-G or B-G.lf neither Aor B containsa bridge,
then it is known that r.(A, B\-r(A, B), where r(A,B) denotes the usual
Ramsey number of A and B. ln this paper r"(A, B) is calculated for some
pairs (A, B) when r(A, B\ is known and at least one of the graphs A or B
has a bridge. In particular, r"lA, B) is calculated for A a path and B either
a cycle, star, or complete graph, and for A a star and B a complete

A graph G is

graph.

PRELIMINARIES
For graphs A and B, the Ramsey number r(A, B) is the smallest positive
n such that for each graph G of order at least n, either A is a
subgraph of G (A= G) or B is a subgraph of G. In recent years many
results on Ramsey numbers have been obtained. A survey including many
of these results can be found in papers by Burr 12] and Harary [8].

integer

In Burr's paper it was noted that frequently the lower bounds for
Ramsey numbers are obtained from canonical types of graphs where
either these canonical graphs or their complements are disconnected. If
these canonical graphs are excluded by considering only graphs G where
both G and G are connected, then possibly fewer vertices are needed to
insure A=G or B<G. This possibility was investigated by Sumner in
[10] where he introduced the connected Ramsey number.
Journal of Graph Theory, Vol. 2 (1978) 119-128
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Formally define a nontrivial graph G to be co-connected if both G and
G arc connected. For graphs A and B define the corunected Ramsey
nurnber, r"(A, B), to be the smallest positive integer n for which there
exists a co-connected graph of order n and each co-connected graph G of
order at least n satisfies A=G or B<G. It is clear that the connected
Ramsey number is symmetric with respect to its arguments, i.e.,
r"(A,B):r.(B,A). Observe that the smallest co-connected graph is of
order 4. Thus if A and B are nontrivial graphs with one of these graphs
of order 4 or more, then r"(A, B)=r(A,B>.
It is useful to observe that if a graph G is co-connected with lV(G)l > 5,
then there exists d vertex u of G such that G - r.r is co-connected. This
result appears in [1]. Hence to show r.1A,81- n it suffices to show that if
G is co-connected of order n, then A<G or B<G. This will be used
trequently throughout the paper.
Sumner [10] calculated r.(Pn,P*) where P, denotes a path with n
vertices. He observed, since all co-connected graphs contain a Po, that
_

graphs B. His results show for n,m>4 that
In
addition, he showed if A and B are graphswith
r.(Pn,P^)<r(Po,P-).
Thus the calculation of r.(A,B) is of
r.(A,
B):r(A,B).
then
no bridges,
at
least
one
of
A or B has a bridge.
interest
when
special
In this paper the connected Ramsey number will be calculated for the
graphical pairs path/cycle, path/star, path/complete graph, and
star/complete graph. These pairs will provide examples where the con-

i"(P4,8):4 far all

nected Ramsey number and the Ramsey number are the same and whgre
they differ by varying amounts. The interested reader can compare the
values of the connected Ramsey numbers computed here with the usual
Ramsey numbers for these same pairs of graphs in the summary paper

Isl.
Notation will follow that of Harary [7] with additions in notation
introduced as it is needed. Throughout the paper [q], for q a rational
number, will denote the largest integer less than or equal to q.
PATH.CYCLE

The Ramsey numbers for a path and a ry'cle are already known and c-&rt,,;=be found in [5]. In this section the corresponding result for the conn.ected
Ramsey number will be calculated. A cycle with
denoted by C" and a path with n'vertices by P,.

I '
Thoorem i.
(i) r.(P", C^):n+l@-t)lzl-1. tor rtlm>3.
(ii) r"(P,, C^) : m +lnlzl- 1 for m:- n> 5.

n

vertices

will

be
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Before a proof of Theorem 1 can be given, two lemmas are needed.
The first of these lemmas can be found in [6].
Lemma 2. For /) k>-4, let G be a co-connected graph with r vertices
which contains a Ce , but no Cr. Then G contains a P^ tor m:
1 + min {zlk - 1) 127, 2t - 2k + 2}.
Lemma 3. Let G be a co-connected graph and let P,: xrxz.' ' ' x, be
path of maximal length in G. L.et l:lV(G)- V(P,)|.

a

(1) If t-2>21-2, then G contains z Czt*2.
(ii) If r=21=2, then G contains z Czr*r.

3\. For ease of reference set A: V(G)-V(P,) and
,,-r}. Since G is connected and P, is of maximal length in
G. G contains no C,. The following observations follow from the maximality of the length of P, in G and will be used throughout the proof.
Proof (I*mma

B

:

{xr., x3, . . . ,

(a) Each vertex of A is adjacent in G to at least one element of each
pair {x,, 4, 1}.
(b) For 1<i<t either.xlxi or x,x,-1 is an edge of G_.
(c) If y e A and yx, e E(G), then xrr,*r, xlxi 1€ E(G), 1< i < t.

In addition it follows directly from (a), (b), and (c) that
(d) If

ye

yz e

A and1.<i</-1,

then therd exists a ze {xu x,*r} such that

E(G) and either xrz e E(G) or x& e E(G).

Proof of (1). Temporarily assume l>2. Let Q, and Q, be disjoint
paths of G such that the vertices along each path are taken alternately
from the sets A and B with the end vertices of both paths taken from set
A. For example, Qr could be the path arbrarbra, with each ai e A and
b, e B. One or both of these paths will be allowed to degenerate to a
single point.

We first show that Ql and Qz can be chosen such that
acV(Q)UV(Qr).To see this suppose that the paths are chosen to
include as many points of A as possible, blut A4V(Qr)UV(Qr).Let w,
and, u, denote the end vertices of Q and let aeA-(V(Q)UV(Or)).
Note that if Q is a single point, then wi-- ur. It follows that Q, U Q,
contains at most 2l-4 vertices. Since lnl=21, there exist a pair {x,, x,*r}

disjoint from V(Or) U \z(Qr). By observation (a) at least two of the
vertices a,w1,rr2 are commonly adjacent in G to a vertex z of the pair
{x,, x,*r}. Thus the paths Q1 and Qz can be altered to include vertices a
and z. This would give two disjoint paths Qi and Q, of the same type as
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Qr and Qr, but include more vertices of A. This contradiction establishes
that AcV(Qr)UV(Qr).
Since A s V(Or) U V(Q), the two paths Q1 U Q, use / vertices of A and
l-2 vertices of B. But lnl-Zt 'so that there exist a disjoint pair of sets
{x, x,*r}, {x, x;*r} in B which are disjoint from V(Qr) U V(Qr).Therefore
there exist z1e {xi, x,*r} and z2€{xp r;*r} such that wrzr, w2z2eE(G) and
such that 21 and z, are eachadjacent in G to one of the pair {x1, x,}. The
last statement follows from observation (d). The adjacencies just described give four cases to consider. Since all of the cases are similar, only
the case when zrx1. zrx,eE(G) is considered. Hence G contains the
Czr*z: w1z1x1o2. - . w2Z2x1t)1. . . w1. If l- 1, then considering {wr}: A,
the cycle wlzrxlxtwr is a Cr1*2. I
Proof of (11). This proof is very similar to the one just given. Again
temporarily assume l>2. The condition 2/<r allows Qr and Q2 to be
chosen as in part (i). Recall QrU Qrhas 2l -2 vertices with I -2 of these
vertices in B. But lnl=Zt-2 so that there exist a pair {x,, x,*,} in B
disjoint from V(Qr) U V(Qr).Therefore without loss of generality there
exists a ze {xi, x,*r} such that wrz, zxreE(G). Hence x7zwr. . .o1x1w2
...ozxt is the desired cycle with 2l+1 vertices in G. If /:1 and
A:{wr}, the cycle x1w1x1x1 is a Cr1*1. This completes the proof of the

lemma. I
Prcof _(Theorem L). First the lower bounds will be given. From
K71a r11z) delete an edge incident to a fixed vertex o of K^ ,. Lel G
be the graph obtained from this graph by making each vertex of Kg1^-t,rz)
adjacent to u. If n > 5, then G is co-connected and contains no path with

K.-r.U

more than n-l vertices. Also the largest cycle in G has 2l(m-l)12)
vertices. Since the connected Ramsey number is at least 4, this implies
r"(Pn, C*)= n+L(m-t)121- 1 for n > m>3. Likewise, for m>n>6, the
graph G obtained from K- ,\) K6,) 1 by adding one edge between the
two complete graphs implies r,(P,,C*)>m+lnl2]- 1. This inequality
also holds in the special case rvhen tn>n:5. by letting G be the graph
obtained from K1.--, b-v subdividing one of its edges.
Proof of (i). Let G be a co-connected graph on n-[rrm-lr 2]-1
vertices. Consider the case where nr is even. In [6] it is shox.n for nr even
and n ) m that r(P. ,, C^): n+ rnl2-2. Either the proof is complete or
G contains a path with n - 1 vertices but no path $ith n yertices. Thus
setting t:n- 1 and /:(mlZ)-1, Lemma 3(it implies that G contains a
C*. Note that t>4 since G is co-connectedConsider the case where m is odd. For this case it is assumed that
n>m.>5. The proof when n>m:3 is easy, since if G does not contain

I
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a P,, the end vertices of any maximal length path

the path give a C,

in G and any vertex ofi

in G. The reason for allowing n:m is that the

numbers in both (i) and (ii) agree when m is odd, and this will be used as
an initial step of an induction. Again using the results of [6], r!P* C^-1):
n*(m-1)12-'1. Ior m odd. Thus it can be assumed that G contains a

C--.. For n:m it follows from Lemma2that G contains a P. ot G
a C-. Thus it is proved by-induction ort n, n> ra, with m fixed

"o.rtuint
and odd, that G contains a Pn or G contains a C-. The result has been
established for n: m, so take n)m and assume the result for n-1' By
the induction assumption G contains a P,-r or G contains a C-. Assumand l:
ing G contains z_Pn-t Lemma 3(ii) applies when /:n-t
(m-l)12. Hence G contains a C* and the proof of (i) is complete.

Proof of (ii). For m even and ffiZn, r.(P^, C^)=r(P*, C^):

m+1ru12)-1 (see [6]). Thus r.(P,, C*):m+lnl2)-1.
Let m be odd. For n : m, the result has already been proved, so
assume m> n. Since m - 1 is even, r(P^, C* ): m +lnl2l-z. It G uontains a C*-r,Lemma 2 implies that either G contains a C^ or G contains
a &. This completes the proof. I
PATH. OR STAR-COMPLETE GRAPH
Paths and Stars are, of course, special cases of trees. The tree-complete

graph Ramsey numbers are known and given in [3]. It is shown that
r(7.,K^):(n-\)(m- 1)*l where 7" denotes a tree on n vertices. The
connected Ramsey number has only been obtained when the tree is a
path or a star. The values are smaller than the usual Ramsey number in
both instances as the following theorems indicate.
Theorem

4. For n > 5 and m>3,
r.(Pn,

K*)

:

(m

- 2)(lnl2)- 1) + l(n + 1) l2l+

L.

Theorem 5.

n=4, m>3

n:3,

m>3.

Before giving the proofs of these theorems an additional result
needed. This result is proved in [ ].
Theorem

6. For n=3

and

m2l, r((€-,K^):(n-L)(m-1)*l

'G.<G means G contains some cycle with n or more

vertices.

is

where
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K11"-r;rr) and let
proof . (Theorem 4.1. Lel H = Kr+ ((m - 2)Ks21-tU
edge incident to the
G be the graph obtain"d f'orn H be deleting'an
TJren C i: u i:. tonnected
K11,
vertex in K, and some vertex in
=;izl'
gives the
no P' anJ d'contains no K*' This
graph such that
lower bound.

G

"ontui"'

graph on (m-Z)x
Initially take n>6. Let G be a co-connected
maximal length in
of
b,e a path
(lnlzl-t)+[(n +lltzi+f-u""it"t' Let.Pfollows'
this is not the
assume
so
the result
G. lf P has at least " '"'tit"'
H is at least
of
order
gt"pn;=C-V111 Thus the
case. Consider the

cycle oi

contains a
t"t'f'""t"t" 6 implies that either Hcontains
a-K^ tf" H
G
K^-.,' But
length at least t*tZl o'-fl contains'a
G to each
in
adjacent
of-p ut"
contains z K*-2,'ini'tt* *J '"'tit"'
contains
G
that
assume
one can
other and to each uerte" of H' Therefore,
from
disjoint
leastlnl2T
at
cycle. c of length
a path p of maximal 1;;;,h,;
be
can
path
a
c
and
t.y:'.Is-otP' o'
P, and a path o ;;;;i;;i'i"o

(m-3)(lnl2l-

1)+

C ana O and more than
in G using all of the vertlces
at least lnl27+
p.
contains
This path
one_half of the "".if,", of
for n>6'll
proof
the
ihis contradiction completes
tlV(P)U2]+ f u".ti""''
I
edge'
an
uy
n=5, theuuou" utg'-"'i *clttt replacing i

constructed

let G be a connected graph
Proof (Theorem 5)' For n=4.und ^*--3
of K'-r by connectinS.l|-1 "oOiet of
obtained from m - 1- disjoint copies
way that n-o vertex is incident
K^-, with *-Z uAiirl"i'ut "Ag"' in such-a G and G are connected' G
*no Then
to more than one "i^ti" "aa"i edges'
K-' This gives a lower bound for
contains
e
K1,,,
contains no
for
";i
cycle C'^-' gives a lower bound
r"(Kr.n,K*) when ;;i
^=Z'The
ti#lj*rt
if G is a connecteg
is now trivial for n=3 ar'd m>3'For
or P'*'Brtt then G
C'^
a
is
G
then
graph on 2m vetticeswith no K',''
of the proof it is assumed that
contains a lil. Thus for the

'"*uind"'

n:=4 and m>3'
on (m- l)(n-1)ilvertices. Assume
Let Gbe a co_connected graph
a
assume that G does not contaln
that G contains ";Kr,- Teriporarily
the
if
G'
structure of G and
K*. This is done to deiermln" th" g"n"'ul
structure will allow the
general
this
theorem i, u.rrr-"J iarl. xn"*ing
proof to be completed by induction'
of G in the following way' Choose
Select a finite t"q";"; oi '"'tit"t
.. . , oo have been selected. Let
vertex u1 arbitrarily. Assume Dr,.t)2,
A,.
where

I(u)

= lj (f(ur)u{ur})
i:1

to u
denotes the vertices adjacent

in G'If Ak

is not the set of
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all vertices of

Thus vertices
vertices

of

Clearly
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op*1 such that f(ou*r) O Ak* O but ok+74 Ak.
. . . , Dt can be selected such that A, is the set of all

G then select
o17 1)21

G.

A,,E4r' " *A,.

Also the vertices Db D2,..-,

Dt are indepen-

dent. If t>m, G contains a K*, so t<m- 1. Since d(ou*r), the degree of
0611, is at most n_ L and l(u**r)nAk+A,lAr*rl=la*l+n-1 with
if and only if d(ur*r) : n-land ll(ur*r) nAk| : 1. Hence laul=
"["utty
kin - tl+ 1 with equality if and only if d(o,*r) : n - 7and lf(o,*r) nAr| : 1
for all i<k. In particular (m-l)(n-1)+1=lA,lst(n-l)+ 1. Thus t:
m'1. andlA^-rl:(m- 1'Xn- 1)+ 1. Since u, is an arbitrary vertex of G,
each vertex of G must have degree precisely n - 1 and any two nonadja-

of G can have at most one common adjacency.
Let f(o^-r) : {xr, xr,. . . , r.-r} and {xr}: I(u--1) I A*-1If x, and x;,
both distinct from xr, areindep-endent in G, then lur, r)r,. . ., t)*-2, x-i, xi|
induces a complete graph in G. Therefora, B:{u^-r,x2,...,x, .} induces a complete graph in G. Let H:G-B. Each vertex of B is
adjacent to precisely one vertex of H. If all of the vertices of B were
adjacent io the same vertex of II, G would contain a component
isomorphic to K". Since G is connected, this cannot occur. In fact, the
adjacencies of B in H are all distinct and form an independent set. If this
were not true there would exist two nonadjacent vertices (one from -FI
and one from B) with at least two commonly adjacent vertices. Let the
adjacencies of u^-1,x2,...,.x,-1 be lrlz,.. .,).-1; respectively' This
gives the general structure of G (and G) if one assumes that neither G
contains a Kr.n nor G contains a K,,'
For the remainder of the proof only assume that G contains no Kt,,' It
will be shown by induction on m that then G contains a K*. First let
m:3.1f G fails to contain a K^,it is shown above that G contains two
disjoint copies of K,-r. The vertices of these complete graphs are
:
{ur, yr,. . ., }.-r} and{u2, x2,. . ., xn r}with l(ur) of(uz) {yr}: {xr}. Also
for i= 2, x,y,is an edge of G, accounting for all the adjacencies of x, and
y,. This implies that the-degree of y, is at most 2, contradicting that y1 has
degree n-1. Hence G contains a K., proving the theorem fot m:3'
Assume that m)3, n>4 and if G'is a co-connected graph with
(n-l)(m-2)+l vertices containing no Kr,., then G' contains & K*-1
Again consider the graph G. ll G does not contain a K-, then let H and
BLe subgraphs of G described above. Let H'be the graph obtained from
H by adding edge yryr. Since both y, and y, have adjacencies in B, each
vertex of If'has degree at most n-1,in II'. The selection of the vertices
ut, 1)2,...;Dn-timpties H and hence II'is connected' The graph H'is
connected since m > 4 implies each vertex of H' has degree at least
(lV(H')l - 1)12. Hence -FI' is a co-connected graph with (n -1)(m-2)+1'
cent vertices
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vertices and does not contain a Kr,n.By the induction assumption H'
gaph'
contains z K*-r.Since both y, and y2 cannot be in this complete
the addition of either D^_1 of x2 to this complete graph gives a complete
K* ih G, a contradiction. This completes the induction on m and the

proof of the theorem. I

STAR-PATH
given in [9]' In
The Ramsey numbers for paths and stars are known and
this section th"

Theorem

7.

"orr"*ponding

connected Ramsey numfer will be proved'-

For n>3 and nt>5,

r"(Kln,P*) = max lm, n+l(m-1)l2l\'
Proof. Obviously r"(Kr.n,P^)>m so assume n+l(m-1)121> m' This
implies n>-4 since m>5- Consider the graph K.\')P1*-t>tzt-t'Let G be
of
the graph obtained by fixing a vertex u of K", deleting one of the edges
Clearly
path'
the
between,o-and
edge
an
adding
K. iincident with o, and
a lower
G"is co-connected with G containing no Kt,. and G to P*' Thus

bound for l"(Ky.n,P*) is max{m,n+l(m't)l2ll'
Let G be a co-connected graph with max {m, n +l(m - 1)12} vertices'
that
Assume G contains no t<, . i"i G contains no P-. It will be shown
u in
vertex
each
do@)'n-1for
the
Since
this leads to a contradiction,
in
length
of
maximal
path
'
a
'
be
y!z'
P,:
Y,
C, O"(u)>l@-\12).'Let
of
adjacencies
the
all
that
implies
length
path
ttre
a il maximatity ot
Also
path.
the
on
vertices
to
the
respect
with
be
must
both y, and y, in 6
e loniri6 no C,,o-therwise the connectivity of G would give a P'*' in 6'
H"n." if yry, ei(G), then y,y,-. dE(G)' But-d6(y1),. de$)>l@-Dlzl
m is
implies tnii't=-21@-DlZl+1. The graph G contains no P*' so
even and l: m-1'.
ft e graph G contains no C*-1' Assume G contains z C*-* Any
of
vertex iot-in C^-rcannot be adjacent in G to two consecutive vertices
not
d
vertices-of
the
Also
&
c*-t.
would
c^_2for otherwise G
"o.rtuin
in"C*-rare independent. Otherwise, a path with at least m vertices could
a path joining
Ue ottiirea using C*--r, an edge disjoint ttom C*-2, and
In fact
them. Thus de!)="(i-2)12 fot any vertex o not in C*-2'
C*'2:
Le!
even'.
is
m
and
de(o)
de@):(*-ZltZ since
=l(ry-l)12)
to preG
is
adjacent.in
V(C*-r)
Gof
vertex
Every
*iir" '
vertic es of C^-, or to precisely the odd"*^-r*,r.
th"
ciseiy all
"n".r-nr*bered
to the even-numbered ones and w is
is
adjacent
If
r-r
numtered vertices.
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xlwx3xzDxt"'x*-rx, is

a

cyile of length m. Thus there is no loss of generality in
vlrtex not in C^-2 is adjacent in G to the odd-numbered vertices of
C--2. Also for i and J' even, x,x,eE(G) implies xr"'xfiixi-r"'
assuming each

m-lin

G for each 1)e G- C^-2'
Hence the graph G-{xr,x2,...,x*-s]r is a complete graph with atleast n
vertices. Since G is connected and contains a K., it must contain & Kr,n.
This contradiction implies G contains no C--r.
Recall that ygr-"' 'r^-r-is a path of maximal length in G' tt
Yr);, Y--r); -r.'i'(G), then G contains z C^-t. Likewise if y,y,.E(€t
lro ,* ,n,,-r.EG), then d contains z C^ z- Therefore y'y,eE( G)
4*ror;+1 '''x^.-zxtis a cycle of length

implies !^-tyi-t, Y^-1li-z€E(G). Since dej)-(m-2)12 and
d"(y*-r)>(m-2)12, one must have le(yr) :{!2,....,!*rz} and
Ie(y*-r) ={!*p,...,!*-zi.. Hence every vertex of P, excluding y-rr, is
the end vertex of a path of length m-1, and thus each has degree
precisely (m-2)12. Also y,y,dE(G) for i<ml2 and j> ml2,fot otherwise
G would again contain z C^-t. Therefore- (!t, . . . , !*,) and
(y*rr, . . . , !*-r) both form complele subgraphs of G.
Let Q be the longest path in G starting zt !^n with all of its other
vertices in \/(G)- V(P). Let o be the other end vertex o1 Q: Since G
contains no P-, lQl=mtZ. But the vertex o is adjacent in G only to
of Q and deki=-@-2)12. Thus lQl : mlT and u is adjacent in
G to each vertex of Q. Just as in the previ-o_us argument concerning P, the
vertices of Q torm a complete graph in_G. By repeating this argument
one obtains that y^p is adjacent in G to every vertex of G This
contradicts the fact that G is connected. Thus the original assumption
that G conta.ins no Kr,, and G no P* is false and the proof is
complete. I

vertices
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